Identification of association fibers using ex vivo diffusion tractography in Alexander disease brains
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Abstract

Background and Purpose: Alexander disease (AxD) is a neurodegenerative disorder caused by heterozygous Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein mutation. The characteristic structural findings of AxD, such as leukodystrophic features, are well known, while association fibers of AxD remain uninvestigated. The aim of this study was to explore global and subcortical fibers in four brains with AxD using ex vivo diffusion tractography.

Methods: High-angular resolution diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (HARDI) tractography and diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) tractography were used to evaluate long and short association fibers and compared to histological findings in brain specimens obtained from four donors with AxD and two donors without neurological disorders.

Results: AxD brains showed impairment of long association fibers, except for the arcuate fasciculus and cingulum bundle, and abnormal trajectories of the inferior longitudinal and fronto-occipital fasciculi on HARDI tractography and loss of multi-directionality in subcortical fibers on DTI tractography. In histological studies, AxD brains showed diffuse low density on Klüver–Barrera and neurofilament staining and sporadic Rosenthal fibers on hematoxylin and eosin staining.

Conclusions: This study describes the spatial distribution of degenerations of short and long association fibers in AxD brains using combined tractography and pathological findings.
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Introduction
Alexander disease (AxD) is a rare but devastating disease that affects neural development and causes ataxia, seizures, intellectual dysfunction, and many other disabilities.\(^1\),\(^2\) It is caused by heterozygous pathogenic variants of the Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP),\(^3\)–\(^5\) which codes for a major intermediate filament protein expressed exclusively in astrocytes within the brain. GFAP-null mice display only subtle neuropathology,\(^6\) while mice with knock-in AxD-linked mutant human GFAP\(^7\) or significant overexpression of wild-type human GFAP\(^8,9\) replicate brain pathological features of AxD, suggesting that GFAP mutation in AxD acts in a gain-of-function fashion.

The pathologic hallmark of AxD is an abundance of Rosenthal fibers (RFs), an inclusion body composed of aggregates of aberrant GFAP and several other proteins within astrocytes.\(^3,4,10\)–\(^12\) GFAP accumulates in astrocytes of mice,\(^13\) zebrafish,\(^14\) and flies\(^15\) with induced human GFAP and in patients with AxD.\(^16,17\) In addition to RF formation, pathological features of AxD include widespread demyelination and astrocyte dysfunction.\(^10\)–\(^12,18\) RFs are characteristic to AxD but also found in astrocytoma\(^19,20\) and reactive gliosis.\(^21\)–\(^25\) Therefore, AxD is a rare congenital disorder and a potential model of primary astrocytic disorders.\(^26\)

The critical mechanism connecting GFAP aggregation in astrocytes and neurotoxicity remains poorly understood. Nevertheless, mechanosensitive signaling activation by changes in brain matrix stiffness,\(^27\) inflammatory conditions, such as microglia activation and T-cell infiltration,\(^8,28\) activation of autophagy,\(^16\) and excitotoxic neuronal death induced by a loss of glutamate buffering\(^29,30\) have been reported as pathological mechanisms of compromised astrocytes causing the neurodegenerative disorder. Although reducing mutant GFAP protein, which may cause RFs, might have therapeutic potential,\(^31,32\) no cure has been found for AxD to date, and treatments are still palliative.

Exploring short and long association fibers is crucial for evaluating brain morphology in congenital disorders because disconnection of the cerebral regions by white matter damage produces the same results as impairment of those cerebral regions.\(^33\) Particularly, ex vivo diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has advantages over in vivo diffusion MRI in terms of a high signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution.\(^34\) Although some neuroimaging studies have reported MRI features, particularly leukodystrophic features, of AxD,\(^2\) to the best of our knowledge, no study has assessed brain pathways in AxD. Therefore, little is known about brain connectivity in AxD. In this study, we explored global and subcortical fibers using ex vivo diffusion MRI tractography in four brains with AxD and two brains without neurological disorders (hereafter referred to as “non-AxD”).
Although diffusion MRI tractography cannot distinguish axons, glial fibers, and aligned cell components, it is potentially superior to histology in demonstrating global fiber connections. The aim of this study was to reveal impaired patterns of global connectivity in AxD, which are not identified by histological studies, using diffusion MRI tractography.

**Methods**

**Specimens and preparation for scans**

This study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The study protocol was approved by the Boston Children’s Hospital. Brain specimens from four AxD (Table 1) and two non-AxD patients were obtained from the University of Maryland Brain and Tissue Bank (http://medschool.umaryland.edu/btbank). Informed consent for brain donation was obtained before death from the patient or after death from the family members. Brains of AxD and non-AxD groups were extracted en-bloc from the skull, hemisected, and immersed in 10% formalin. We obtained the right hemicoronal slabs of the four AxD brains and the whole left hemisphere of one non-AxD brain. We scanned three fixed slabs in each case to compare matched brain regions across patients, along with the whole hemisphere. Brain specimens were stored in 4% formalin and placed in individual plastic bags with Fomblin oil during MRI scanning, as described previously. Clinical and autopsy information was provided by the Brain Bank (Table 2).

**Diffusion MRI scanning and processing**

Diffusion-weighted data were acquired over two averages using a steady-state free-precession-based diffusion sequence (repetition time, 24.82 ms; echo time, 18.76 ms; $\alpha = 60^\circ$), using a 3-Tesla MRI machine (TIM Trio, Siemens, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil. The imaging matrix was 200 x 400 x 200 for four slabs and 176 x 128 x 192 for the left hemisphere. Slab thickness was 192 mm with 240 slices (800-μm slices, 200 x 200 matrix, 160 x 160-mm field-of-view). Diffusion weighting was performed along 44 directions (b = 1,500 s/mm$^2$) with four images with b of 0. Scanning was performed at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging.

We used Diffusion Toolkit and TrackVis (http://trackvis.org) to reconstruct/visualize pathways using the streamline algorithm (http://trackvis.org). An angle threshold of 45° was employed for this study because there tends to be too many clearly erroneous tractography pathways at 60° and too few reasonable tracts (e.g., callosal pathways) at 35°. Trajectories were propagated by pursuing the orientation vector of least curvature. Color-coding of fibers was based on a standard red–green–blue code, applied to the vector between the endpoints of each fiber (red for right–left, green for dorsal–ventral, and blue for anterior–posterior).

**Diffusion tractography for detecting cortical association fibers**

In a hemisected AxD brain (AxD 1, Figure 1) and its control, we identified and visualized six major cortico-cortical pathways (Figure 2), i.e., the arcuate fasciculus (AF), inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF; only in control), uncinated fasciculus (UF), cingulum bundle (CB), and fornix (Fx), as in previous studies, using high-angular resolution diffusion MRI (HARDI) with the following...
parameters: 60 directions (plus 5 b = 0 volumes), 45° angle threshold, no fractional anisotropy mask, and 0.65-mm isotropic spatial resolution.

Anatomic and tractography atlases were used to guide region of interest (ROI) placements on mean diffusion-weighted images to delineate pathways of interest. Two neuroscientists confirmed ROI placements and resulting courses of fiber pathways. For the CB and Fx pathways, several ROIs were placed along the white matter regions for each pathway shown in the atlases. For the ILF, IFOF, and UF pathways, two ROIs were used in the destination of each pathway: anterior temporal and occipital regions for ILF, inferior frontal and occipital regions for IFOF, and inferior frontal and anterior temporal regions for UF. The size of all ROIs was carefully optimized in the control data to exclude other white matter pathways and not miss the pathways of interest by changing their size and location several times. In addition, we explored abnormal trajectories of ILF and IFOF in AxD 1 by changing the size and location of ROIs from the original (Figure 3).

The subcortical pathways were identified in the hemicoronal slabs of the brain specimens from AxD patients (AxD 1–4) and a donor without neurological disorders (non-AxD 1 and 2) using diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) tractography (Figure 4).

**Histological staining**

To compare images of DTI tractography and histology, we dissected slabs after MRI (Figure 5). Histological processing was performed at Boston Children’s Hospital. After being processed for immunohistochemistry, brain specimens of AxD 1–4 and non-AxD 3, were cryoprotected in 10% and then 30% sucrose phosphate buffer before being sectioned coronally at 20 μm on a freezing microtome, saving every section. Klüver–Barrera stain (KB; combined cresyl violet stain for Nissl bodies and Luxol fast blue stain for myelin), neurofilament stain (NF) for axons, and hematoxylin and eosin stain (H&E) specific to RFs were used. Staining of neurotypical control procedures followed literature protocols. The neurofilament light polypeptide antibody (2F11, Cell Marque, Rocklin, CA) was used for NF.

**Results**

**Diffusion tractography for detecting cortical association fibers**

HARDI tractography of the left hemisphere of AxD 1 clearly identified the thalamocortical, ILF, and many short-range corticocortical pathways (Figure 1). Parts of AF and UF were also detected. Frontal lobe-specific ventriculomegaly was observed with significant cortical thinning and severely affected fiber pathways (Figure 1). Volumes of the fiber pathways in UF, Fx, ILF, and IFOF were decreased, while those in AF and CB were relatively preserved (Figure 2). In non-AxD 1, these six major cortico-cortical pathways were clearly identified (Figure 2).

We identified the IFOF anteriorly (Figure 3, yellow pathways), the optic radiation pathways (Figure 3, pink pathways) that ran along the IFOF, and a part of the posterior pathways of the IFOF in AxD 1 (Figure 3, yellow pathways in AxD 1). Such pathways in AxD 1 took a different course than the optic radiation near the lateral geniculate nucleus (Figure...
3, yellow arrows in AxD 1), in good agreement with the IFOF trajectory in non-AxD cases (Figure 3, yellow arrows in non-AxD 1). The frontal subcortical atrophy in AxD 1 extended posteriorly, and the disconnected IFOF pathways terminated at a posterior edge of the extended frontal atrophy (Figure 3, red arrow in AxD 1) at the posterior limit of the insular subcortical area (Figure 3, red arrow in non-AxD 1).

After the occipital ROI was moved anteriorly, more ILF pathways were detected (Figure 3, blue pathways, light blue arrow), most of which connected with the anterior medial temporal lobe in AxD 1 (Figure 3, dark blue arrow) and the lateral temporal regions in non-AxD 1 (Figure 3, green arrow).

**Local subcortical pathways**

DTI tractography of neurotypical controls showed multidirectional fibers. In non-AxD cases, DTI fibers with multiple directions were identified (Figure 4, non-AxD 1 and 2). In cases of juvenile and adult AxD, volumes of left–right or anterior–posterior directional DTI fibers were decreased, while those of radially directional fibers were clearly preserved (Figure 4, white arrows in AxD 2–4).

**Histological findings**

In all AxD cases, we observed extensively decreased white matter densities with KB and NF and sporadic RFs with H&E (Figure 6). Histological studies in non-AxD 3 showed no abnormal findings (Figure 6).

**Discussion**

The current study described the spatial distribution of degeneration of short and long association fibers in AxD using combined diffusion MRI tractography and pathological findings. HARDI tractography in the left hemisphere of an infantile AxD case showed sparing of long association fibers running through the periventricular region, such as the AF and CB. DTI tractography showed decreased volume predominantly in left–right or anterior–posterior directional fibers of short cortico-cortical pathways, while radially directional fibers were clearly preserved. Histological studies detected diffuse low density on KB and NF staining and sporadic RFs on H&E staining in AxD. Although these findings were consistent with the typical pathological findings of AxD, they were not useful in identifying the spatial distribution of axonal impairment in AxD.

This study included one case of infantile AxD (AxD 1) and three cases of juvenile or adult AxD (AxD 2–4). The infantile case (AxD 1) showed a huge cystic lesion in the frontal lobe and impairment of cortico-cortical association pathways. Short cortico-cortical pathways (shown as blue fiber in Figure 4) were relatively persistent compared to those of juvenile and adult AxD. Whether the difference in DTI tractography findings between AxD brains depends on the clinical type or age at scanning remains unclear. Impairment of short cortico-cortical pathways may be associated with a long-standing mild GFAP accumulation in late-onset types (juvenile and adult forms) of AxD.
Severity of compromised astrocytes and accumulation of RFs (or GFAP) in AxD displays spatial distribution on pathological findings, i.e., the subpial cortex, deep white matter, cerebellar white matter, and white matter tracts of the brain stem and spinal cord involve enlarged astrocytes with RFs, while the isocortex and subcortical white matter are relatively spared from RF accumulation. In contrast, the spatial distribution of axonal impairment in AxD has not been reported. The results of our study showed that subcortical association fibers were impaired more severely than peripheral radial directional fibers at least on diffusion MR tractography, despite the unclear demonstration of astrocyte impairment in subcortical regions in the pathological assessment.

**HARDI and DTI for detecting association fasciculi**

HARDI tractography uses multidirectional water diffusivity to detect crossing pathways with better discrimination within image voxels, even in immature brains with more unmyelinated or hypomyelinated fibers compared to adult brains. HARDI has an advantage over DTI of detecting multiple directions of water diffusivity within a voxel, which could help identify long traverse pathways through multiple brain regions. Therefore, we used HARDI tractography for detecting association fasciculi in the whole hemisphere.

Although traditional DTI typically allows only the detection of one direction of water diffusivity per voxel, it has an advantage of detecting pathways with continuous trajectories curving with angles above the given angle. It tends to determine more coherent tractography pathways than HARDI in the tissue if the same number of diffusion gradient directions is used. The slabs we scanned tended to show lower signal-to-noise ratios than the whole hemisphere sample. Therefore, we used DTI tractography for detecting local cortico-cortical fibers in the brain slabs.

Because we used relatively low b-values, measures from HARDI and DTI in this study possibly did not significantly differ. In addition, we did not compare HARDI results from one group and DTI results from the other group. We compared tractography results across groups either using HARDI or DTI.

**Limitations**

This study has several limitations due to its preliminary nature. Ex vivo diffusion MRI allows visualization of very high-resolution water diffusivity from which coherent fiber pathways can be inferred, but we cannot directly distinguish which diffusion MR tractography pathways represent axons, glial fibers, or aligned cell components. This limitation is part of the nature of current diffusion MRI studies, and histology is superior to MRI in terms of spatial resolution and directness. However, histology has a different type of limitation, which precludes the study of global fiber connections. Confirmation of the biological accuracy of HARDI with optimal scanning and analysis parameters could advance the field of whole-brain non-invasive connectional neuroanatomy, and we have actively worked on this topic. Since AxD has not been extensively studied, assessing the brain pathology in AxD to better understand and potentially classify the clinical course of the disease could be beneficial. In addition, AxD brains can elucidate the pathologic correlates of DTI findings. Although many studies conducted histological correlation of DTI, what can
be observed on diffusion MRI in AxD with regional astrocyte abnormalities is unknown. An additional limitation is that causes of death in AxD and non-AxD cases vary. Matching the cause of death is challenging since in most cases of diseased brains, the cause of death is regarded as “complications of disorder,” which is not what we expect in a control.

**Future directions**

The current study is the first step towards the understanding of local and global brain pathology in AxD and has great potential for future studies, which could lead to better prediction of the clinical course of brain pathologies in AxD. Since in vivo MRI has a lower spatial resolution than ex vivo MRI, confidently assessing abnormal fiber pathways in the brain in vivo is difficult. Careful assessment of ex vivo DTI and histology would provide the basis for in vivo DTI (e.g., in vivo pathways would likely be “true” pathways if ex vivo DTI also reported the same fiber patterns). We have compared ex and in vivo DTI for brain disorders and often observed similar abnormal fiber patterns. The next step of this study would be to perform DTI for AxD in vivo, and the results could be informative for the study of AxD and other axonal/glial degenerative brain disorders.

In addition, astrocyte dysfunction is recognized as a key developmental mechanism of neurodegeneration in several diseases, including AD, PD, Huntington’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, epilepsies, and multiple sclerosis, as well as AxD. Although most of these diseases are complex syndromes including dysfunctions in neurons and immune cells, astrocyte dysfunction is thought to be an important aspect of such diseases. Therefore, understanding the AxD pathology can lead to understanding of many other neurological diseases.

In conclusion, our study using ex vivo diffusion MR tractography in AxD revealed in detail the spatial distribution of impairments of long and short association fibers, which was not previously identified by histological studies. These impaired patterns of global connectivity in AxD may contribute to a better understanding of the pathogenic mechanism of cognitive dysfunction in AxD. Evaluation of spatial distribution of axonal impairment using diffusion MR tractography is potentially applicable for other primary astrocytic disorders.
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Figure 1.
High-angular resolution diffusion MRI tractography of the left hemisphere (A) of a 7-year-old boy with Alexander disease (B–D). Different levels of sagittal views of 50% of detected fiber pathways are shown. The thalamocortical, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and many short-range cortico-cortical (u-fiber) pathways are clearly imaged. Parts of the arcuate and uncinated fasciculi are also detected. Color-coding of fibers is based on the standard red–green–blue code, applied to the vector between the endpoints of each fiber (red for right–left, green for dorsal–ventral, and blue for anterior–posterior).
Figure 2.
High-angular resolution diffusion MRI tractography showing major cortico-cortical pathways of the left hemisphere of a 9-year-old boy with Alexander disease (AxD 1) and a 9-year-old neurotypical boy (non-AxD 1). Abbreviations: A, anterior; AF, arcuate fasciculus; CB, cingulum bundle; Fx, fornix; IFOF, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus; L, left; P, posterior; UF, uncinated fasciculus.
Figure 3.
High-angular resolution diffusion MRI tractography of the left hemisphere of a 9-year-old boy with Alexander disease (AxD 1) and a 9-year-old neurotypical boy (non-AxD 1). The optic radiation pathways (pink pathways), inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (yellow pathways, yellow arrows, dark blue arrow, red arrows), and inferior longitudinal fasciculus (blue pathways, green arrow, light blue arrow) are visualized. Abbreviations: A, anterior; P, posterior.
Figure 4. Diffusion-tensor imaging tractography in cases of Alexander disease (AxD 1–4) and neurotypical controls (non-AxD 1, 9 years old; non-AxD 2, 19 years old). Upper and lower panels showing coronal slabs at the level of the thalamus and enlarged views of the right superior frontal cortex, respectively. Color-coding of fibers is based on the standard red–green–blue code, applied to the vector between the endpoints of each fiber (red for right–left, green for dorsal–ventral, and blue for anterior–posterior). White arrows indicate radially directional fibers.
Figure 5.
Brain specimens of coronal slabs at the level of the thalamus (pre- and post-cutoff) in cases of Alexander disease (AxD 1–4).
Figure 6.
Histological findings in the right superior frontal cortex in cases of Alexander disease (AxD 1–4) and a neurotypical control (non-AxD 3). White arrows indicate the Rosenthal fibers. Abbreviations: H&E, Hematoxylin–Eosin stain; KB, Klüver–Barrera stain; NF, neurofilament stain.
**Table 1**

Clinical information of donors of the Alexander disease brains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AxD 1</th>
<th>AxD 2</th>
<th>AxD 3</th>
<th>AxD 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age of death</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>27 years</td>
<td>42 years</td>
<td>50 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AxD type</td>
<td>Infantile</td>
<td>Juvenile</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Adult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical symptoms</td>
<td>Profound developmental delay, epilepsy, hypothyroidism, constipation, dysphagia, failure to thrive</td>
<td>Intellectual disability, clumsiness, epilepsy, spasticity, progressive cognitive dysfunction</td>
<td>Generalized weakness, gait ataxia, fatigue, profound family history</td>
<td>Migraine, ataxic gait, nystagmus, intellectual dysfunction, depression, hydrocephalus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In vivo MRI findings</td>
<td>Cystic lesions in the frontal lobes and cerebellum</td>
<td>Cerebral leukodystrophy</td>
<td>Encephalomalacia in the frontal lobe</td>
<td>Hydrocephaly, cerebellar white matter lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathological findings</td>
<td>RF deposits</td>
<td>RF deposits</td>
<td>RF deposits</td>
<td>RF deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic tests</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>GFAP p.K63E</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: AxD, Alexander disease; RF, Rosenthal fiber; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; N.D., not described
### Table 2
Clinical background and preservation of brain tissue after death in both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brain age (years)</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Post-mortem interval (h)</th>
<th>Time in fixative (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AxD 1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>AxD</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AxD 2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>AxD</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AxD 3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>AxD</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AxD 4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>AxD</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-AxD 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Died from asphyxia</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>African–American</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-AxD 2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Died from multiple injuries</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-AxD 3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Died from complications of a systemic illness not involving the nervous system</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>N.A. (no MRI scan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: AxD, Alexander disease; non-AxD, donors without neurological disorders; N.A., not available; h: hours